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13
40 Type of Drive

value from original crosshead data tag

Car Capacity kg value from revised / reset crosshead data tag

Original Car Weight kg value to which I am revising Orig. Car Weight (P.Eng.)

Total weight changes all previous Aux. Data Tags + kg no original crosshead data tag is present

Unrecorded weight changes (Calculated) + kg

Car Weight Prior to alteration (as weighed) = kg Original Car Weight + Capacity kg

Counterweight Weight Prior to alteration (as weighted) kg Overbalance prior to alteration %

Select Weight Alteration being performed

8.7.2.151 Cummulative decrease of less than 5% of original car weight plus capacity

8.7.2.15.2 Cumulative decrease of 5% or more of original car weight plus capacity

8.7.2.151 Cumulative increase of 115 kg or less and less than 5% of original car weight plus capacity

8.7.2.152 Cumulative increase of more than 115 kg and less than 5% of original car weight plus capacity

8.7.2.15.2 Cumulative increase of 5% or more of original car weight plus capacity

Car Weight range after Alteration kg to kg

% to %

CWT to be rebalanced to provide an overbalance  in the range shown below

Counterweight Overbalance Minimum % = kg

Counterweight Overbalance Maximum % = kg

Overbalance outside normal range. Professional Engineer confirms that the counterweight overbalance range is acceptable.

NOTE:  for TSSA Inspector Professional Engineer's Seal

The post alteration car weight must be between kg and kg.

The post alteration overbalance must be between kg and kg.

If the car weight or couterweight overbalance is outside of this range a revision to the 

submissionswill be required.
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Elevating Device Type
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Building Address Postal Code

email:
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TSSA Intsallation No(s):

345 Carlingview Drive
Toronto, ON M9W 6N9
Tel.: 416.734.3300

Form Revision:

B44-2010
10-Feb-2020 Weight Alteration Worksheet

 Email completed forms to: edminorb@tssa.org
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Submitter (Company name 
and address)

Tel:
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Submitter's Specifation No./ 
P.O. Number 13

0

Elevating Device Class

Enter value if change 
is more than 5%
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